EDITORIAL

Dear friends,

We are close to the beginning of Olympic Games in Paris. Paris will be hosting games for the third time (1900, 1924, 2024). In year 1900 and 1924 only men competed in artistic gymnastics, in Paris next month we will enjoy men and women artistic gymnastics, rhythmic gymnastics and trampolining. Despite FIG do not govern them, but we will anyway enjoy also in breakdancing and skateboarding (with a lot of gymnastics movements).

Flavio Bessi from University of Freiburg (Germany) in in October preparing symposium on gymnastics. Please be welcome on event, which is bringing new data about gymnastics. Now all the schedules are final.

We are still experiencing problems with our reviewers as, unfortunately, many of them have no time to review our submissions. I would like to appeal to you to please help us out. As a specialized journal, we have access to only a limited number of researchers. Let's all try an effort to remain a part of the prominent scientific community on the Web of Science and SCOPUS!

This issue covers a diverse range of content, the authors are coming from Brazil, Indonesia, Armenia, Poland, Turkiye, Slovenia, Italy, Norway, Spain and Portugal.

Anton Gajdoš with Ivan Čuk prepared 30th short historical note introducing the Paris Olympic Games 1924.

Just to remind you, if you cite the journal, its abbreviation in the Web of Knowledge is SCI GYMN J.

Please note that our address is

https://journals.uni-lj.si/sgj

I wish you enjoyable reading and many new ideas for research projects and articles.

Ivan Čuk
Editor-in-Chief
18\textsuperscript{th} Freiburg International Gymnastics Congress
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